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BAE SYSTEMS, INC. STRATEGY ROLL OUTCAMPAIGNS

2013
BAE SYSTEMS, INC. STRATEGY

BAE Systems, Inc. Strategy 2013 BAE Systems, Inc. Strategy 2013

 Drive organic growth and make acquisitions in key markets. 
Despite the market downturn, there are missions where 
budgets are predicted to grow. Examples of these missions are 
electronic warfare in support of power projection, equipment for 
special forces, cybersecurity and cyber operations, multi-source 
intelligence fusion, international ship repair, commercial avionics, 
and selected international markets. By focusing our investments 
and acquisitions on capabilities, technologies, and customer 
access in these areas, we can create avenues of growth that will 
provide safe havens against the broader decline. 

 Divest non-core and underperforming assets.  Our portfolio 
contains a number of businesses that are not core to our sector 
strategies and will likely do better under different ownership. 
Throughout 2013, we will seek to divest those businesses and 
reinvest the capital into areas that are closer to our core. 

 Generate annual earnings growth. In 2013 we will put greater 
focus on growing our earnings on an annual basis. We will 
develop specific strategies appropriate to each business that will 
include reducing indirect costs, improving productivity, growing 
organically, and acquiring higher-margin business. 

 Improve cash conversion. Cash delivery continues to improve 
year over year. This year’s business planning process will 
continue to focus on strategies to decrease working capital, 
improve payment collection cycles, negotiate more favorable 
contract terms, and heighten everyone’s awareness of the 
importance of cash performance. 

Dear Colleague,

One trait of successful companies is a commitment to sharing information. 
When it comes to communicating, employees represent our single most 
important audience, especially during times of rapid change. After all, if you 
don’t understand the forces that are reshaping our industry, you can hardly be 
expected to embrace the changes taking place at work.

It’s important that everyone understand where we’re going and how we intend 
to get there. With that in mind, BAE Systems every year prepares a Company 
Strategy, a document that describes where we are as a company and provides 
a roadmap to the year ahead. I encourage you to show it to your family and 
friends as well.

When you do what we do for a living — providing and supporting some of the 
world’s most sophisticated defense, aerospace, and intelligence systems and 
missions — the performance bar is always set high. Our customers routinely 
expect us to do amazing things, and through your talent and dedication, we 
deliver. When the markets we serve are in decline, the bar goes still higher. 
That’s because maintaining business at current levels — let alone growing — 
demands that we take business away from competitors that are every bit as 
determined to thrive as we are.

Therefore, our 2013 strategy emphasizes superior performance to protect 
current programs and lower operating costs to help us compete for the 
increasingly scarce new opportunities and take business from competitors. 
We are focusing on numerous areas of expected growth even in turbulent 
times. We are promoting the BAE Systems brand even more in the  
U.S. market. 

While the decline in defense spending has slowed hiring in some businesses, 
selective recruiting of exceptional people will always be a priority. We will 
maintain our focus on attracting and retaining the best talent in the industry 
as we continue our journey to make BAE Systems a great place to work.

I am proud to be your CEO and even more proud of the inspired work you do 
every day to make our world a safer and better place.

Linda Hudson
President and CEO
BAE Systems, Inc. 
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7.

8.

9.
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OUR STRATEGY — 
HOW WE’LL BECOME THE BEST

INTRODUCTION
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It’s about taking action and making the most of the resources we’re given 
using the skills we’ve perfected. And at the end of the day, we take pride 
in knowing that what we’ve done matters. To us, that’s commitment. That’s 
excellence. To us, that’s inspired work. 

HOW WE PLAN TO TELL OUR STORY
On the Next Front is our first branding campaign that brings Inspired Work 
to life. As an expression of Inspired Work, On the Next Front features the 
innovative work we do for our customers. It demonstrates our commitment to 
meaningful, intelligent solutions — solutions that often protect lives. Through 
video, print, and online media, this campaign helps provide BAE Systems, 
Inc. with a unified brand that projects leadership across our industries. The 
message is a powerful one, designed to resonate with our customers. It’s a 
message we will continually evolve as the needs of our customers evolve. 

The world continues to change. New threats emerge. New fronts arise. That’s 
why at BAE Systems, we work relentlessly to stay ahead of any challenge 
our customers may face. Our pride and dedication show in everything we do. 
Knowing that our work makes a difference inspires us to push ourselves and 
our technology to new levels. So no matter the challenge, we’ll be there — on 
the next front.

Follow our story online: baesystems.com/NextFront

Market-driven challenges are nothing new to BAE Systems. Our company 
is, in many ways, a product of the consolidation and shaping that redefined 
the defense industry after the end of the Cold War. We have emerged from 
these trials a stronger, more agile, and more innovative company — one well-
positioned to take on today’s and tomorrow’s challenges.

We owe our perseverance and success to you, our employees. You have a 
vital role in helping the company achieve the strategy outlined in these pages. 
Talk with your manager about how you can most effectively contribute to 
making BAE Systems thrive in the exciting days ahead. 

IN CHALLENGE IS OPPORTUNITY

IncStratBook-GateFoldCover003.indd   1 2/28/13   8:40 AM
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BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
After a decade-long run up, customer budgets in our primary markets are 
now forecast to decline. Deficit reduction initiatives and the withdrawal of 
troops from Iraq and Afghanistan will continue to reduce U.S. defense and 
intelligence spending over the next five to 10 years. Budgets associated 
with new equipment design and production will likely lead this decline, and 
we expect to see additional program cancellations, schedule slips, and 
reductions in end-unit quantities. Support budgets also will come under 
pressure. Tasking in support of war efforts will decline in line with troop 
withdrawals, nonessential repairs and modernizations will slip or be pared 
back, and professional and administrative support also will be trimmed. 

Despite these headwinds, we have proven that we can deliver for our 
customers and win new business. It is a testament to our people that 
customer satisfaction, by any measure, continues to be extremely high. 
Our ability to deliver affordable and innovative solutions led to a number 
of significant wins in 2012, including CV-90 armored combat vehicles for 
Norway, our selection to upgrade 130 South Korean F-16s, a strategic win for 
activity-based intelligence services, and a development contract for infrared 
countermeasures. 

As we continue to perform in 2013, we will continue to see opportunities. 
Conditions around the world remain unsettled, and our customers must 
be able to respond to complex missions as they evolve. One of the most 
important elements of our strategy is to identify and invest in these mission-
driven opportunities that are likely to grow against the broader market 
decline. Major program recompetes and restructures also will provide the 
opportunities to win established work away from our competitors.

We also expect to see continued growth in commercial aviation as the global 
economy recovers and airlines return to profitability. As aircraft manufacturers 
take orders and deliver planes from their strong backlogs, demand for 
commercial aircraft electronics will grow.

Finally, we see pockets of growth and strong demand for U.S. products 
continuing in some international markets. Opportunities are expected in 
Saudi Arabia, India, South Korea, and other countries seeking to bolster or 
modernize their military and intelligence inventories.

In the 10-year period from 2000 to 2010, the defense budget more than 
doubled. Our strategy was to grow with the market. Late in 2009, we 
recognized that the market would slow and eventually decline, and in 2012 
we formally shifted our strategic focus from top-line growth to execution 
against broader measures of business performance. History tells us that 
operating against these more robust measures will drive efficiencies during 
the downturn and put us in a better position for the defense market recovery. 

As part of this strategic shift, we established a vision to deliver shareholder 
value by becoming the best-performing U.S. defense, aerospace, and security 
company. This year, we continue that journey.

OUR VISION —  
WHERE WE ARE HEADED

47

To provide meaning to our vision and help us define success, we are measuring 
“best-performing” against six clearly defined and evenly weighted metrics. 

 Employee engagement. It is impossible to deliver best 
performance without attracting and retaining the very best people. 
We have implemented a number of initiatives toward that end. In 
2012, we consolidated those efforts and began a journey to make 
BAE Systems, Inc. a great place to work.

 Customer satisfaction. Delivering for our customers has always 
been a BAE Systems hallmark. As noted earlier, we have earned 
very high levels of customer satisfaction. As the defense market 
turns down and competition stiffens, we must strengthen this 
focus, working side by side with customers to find the best 
solution for every challenge.

 Brand. Research shows the importance of branding to build 
awareness with potential new customers and to differentiate our 
company in markets of often homogenous offerings. It’s also 
critical to building pride and affinity in our current workforce and to 
attracting future employees. Therefore, we have set an objective to 
become a recognized and differentiated U.S. defense, aerospace, 
and security brand. 

 
Revenues. Although top-line growth is no longer the sole focus of 
our strategy, we must continue to win business and take market 
share from our competitors. We will measure our businesses in 
remaining growth markets by their ability to grow faster than the 
broader market. Similarly, we will measure our businesses in 
declining markets by their ability to outpace the market. 

 Earnings. With fewer opportunities to achieve top-line growth, 
earnings improvement will become a bigger driver of shareholder 
value. As a measure of best performance, BAE Systems, Inc. will 
deliver earnings growth at the top of its industry peers. 

 Cash. Cash provides strategic flexibility and shareholder value 
by enabling the company to pay dividends, buy back shares 
to improve valuation, invest in technology, and fund strategic 
acquisitions. We will achieve best performance when we can 
consistently convert earnings to cash at 100 percent minus our 
annual growth rate.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS —  
HOW WE WILL KNOW WE’RE THERE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

013-003_IncStrategy2013-Interior-PrintLayout-Final.indd   1 2/28/13   10:19 AM

Strategy Booklet
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ONESPACE - GLOBAL INTRANET

Branding

Intranet/web design

Internal marketing

Campaign management
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ONESPACECAMPAIGNS

Logo Designs

Teaser Posters Digital Signage & Web Graphics
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ONESPACECAMPAIGNS

Key Features

Simplified navigation

More information, less clicks. 
With the latest version of 
OneSpace comes a new, 
streamlined navigation scheme 
that runs standard throughout the 
entire site, making it easier to 
find what you’re looking for faster. 
With all of BAE Systems Inc. now 
on OneSpace, you can navigate 
through all business sectors, 
opening new doors to information 
and collaboration simply and 
easily. The streamlined search 
will allow for one-click queries and 
more robust results.

Your home page, à la carte. Tools 
that you need to do your job and 
features that are important to you 
are only a click away. OneSpace 
allows you to customize your home 
page, adding widgets, links and 
applications to what you need 
and use the most, so you never 
have to hunt for it again. Also, with 
the addition of MySites, you can 
create a personal profile page for 
collaboration, inter-company social 
networking and much more.

Always evolving to meet your 
needs. The new OneSpace will 
not be a static, launch-and-forget 
portal, but an ever expanding 
and improving dynamic website, 
with additional enhancements 
scheduled for release. The first 
of these additional features will 
allow OneSpace to automatically 
recognize you, and, based on 
where you work, pull in information 
and news most relevant to you, 
your business, and your location.

Customizable Further enhancements

Something big is on the horizon
We’re announcing the launch of the most 
robust version of OneSpace to date. 
Redesigned from the pixels up with you, the 
user, in mind, it is now the sole intranet for 
all of BAE Systems Inc., encompassing all 
five business sectors and allowing for greater 
collaboration, richer information and more 
customization than ever before.

One World. One Company. OneSpace.

OneSpacePoster-01.indd   1 7/23/10   11:18 AM

Launch Posters

Intranet Design
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HAWK AJTS

Advertising

Exhibition trailer design

Branding

3D model manipulation

Photo manipulation

Flash web ads

Motion graphics
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HAWK AJTSCAMPAIGNS

www.baesystems.com/HawkforUSAF

Visit us at AFA 2011 Air & Space Conference, Booth 1103

The Hawk Advanced Jet Training 
System (AJTS) is the world’s most 
advanced fast jet trainer, delivering 5th 
generation cockpit resource and sensor 
management capabilities today to 
pilots. The Hawk AJTS state-of-the-art air 
training system is low risk, low cost and 
in service now, demonstrating affordable 
life-cycle costs. Hawk AJTS: off-the-shelf 
and U.S. Air Force ready.

TRAINING THE
NEXT GENERATION
OF PILOTS
TODAY.

011-023_HAWK-AFA-AD-001.indd   1 8/17/11   4:07 PM

Photo Manipulation

As no photos of the Hawk currently existed 
in the U.S. Air Force color scheme, I had to 

use a 3D rendering of the jet to create  
photo-realistic images for use in 

advertising and video

Ad
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HAWK AJTSCAMPAIGNS

Exhibition Trailer Design
(Exterior & Interior)
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HAWK AJTSCAMPAIGNS

B A E  S Y S T E M S  |  N O R T H R O P  G R U M M A N  |  L - 3  L I N K  

AIRCRAFT
• Crew: 2; student, instructor
• Length: 40 FT 9 IN
• Wingspan: 32 FT 7 IN
• Height: 13 FT 1 IN
• Wing Area: 179.64 FT2
• Empty Weight: 9,880 LB
• Useful Load: 6,600 LB
• Powerplant: 1x Rolls-Royce Adour  

MK. 951 Turbofan with FADEC, 6,500 LBF

HAWK’S ADOUR MK 951 ENGINE
The Hawk’s proven-safe single-engine design 
reduces engine maintenance costs by 50%, with 
similar fuel savings over the system life cycle.

HAWK AROUND THE WORLD
• Nearly 1,000 Hawks in service
• Over 3.5 million flying hours logged.
• 25 countries use the Hawk to train their pilots
• Selected by UK’s Royal Air Force, the Canadian Air Force and  

the Royal Australian Air Force as the F-35 lead-in trainer

PERFORMANCE
• Maximum Speed: 630 MPH
• Range: 1,360 NM, 1,565 mi
• Service Ceiling: 44,500 FT
• Rate of climb: 9,300 FT/MIN

BREAKING
GROUND 
IN THE AIR

RECENT PROGRAMS

BAE Systems has a long history of pioneering 
developments in aviation. From manufacturing the 
famous Spitfire and its predecessors to developing the 
world’s first operational STOVL aircraft, the company has 
remained an innovator in aviation for almost a century. 
BAE Systems’ aviation relationship with the U.S. military 

began with the BAE Systems-designed Harrier and has 
grown exponentially, with the Navy’s acquisition of the T-45 
Goshawk and multiple contracts in recent years marking a 
BAE Systems’ presence on all three of the U.S. Air Force’s 
active stealth platforms: F-22, F-35 and B-2.

• BAE Systems has the lead in manufacturing F-35 aft 
fuselage, vertical/horizontal tails and wing tips for all 
variants. Other responsibilities include the fuel system,  
crew escape, life support and prognostics health 
management integration.

• BAE Systems provides the electronic warfare suites for F-35 
and is an integral partner for weapons integration, structural 
testing, flight test support, propulsion integration and flight 
controls. In addition, BAE Systems plays a key role in the 
F-35 Integrated Flight Test Team.

• U.S. Navy selected BAE 
Systems for a four-
year T-34, T-44 and T-6 
service and maintenance 
contract, valued at  
$400 million

• BAE Systems will perform 
inspections, repairs, 
modifications and provide 
logistical support for over 
300 aircraft

• U.S. Air National Guard 
selected BAE Systems to 
provide identification friend 
or foe (IFF) systems  
for F-16s

• South Korea selected  
BAE Systems for avionics 
and electronic systems 
upgrade of their 130+  
F-16 fleet

• BAE Systems produced 50 
CFCC units in 2011 for the 
Turkish Air Force F-16 fleet 
and is developing diagnostic 
capabilities for this part of 
the weapons system in the 
current upgrade

• BAE Systems is the 
after-market OEM for 
U.S. Air Force F-15 
fleet sustainment and 
upgrades, offering a true 
total life-cycle solution

• Flat Panel Control 
Indicators (FPCI) designed 
by BAE Systems are being 
integrated into all F-15 
C/D aircraft

• The U.S. Air Force uses 
the BAE Systems’ AVCOM 
system across multiple 
platforms, including their 
F-15 fleet

• Northrop Grumman 
Aerospace Systems 
selected BAE Systems to 
provide Electronic Support 
Measure (ESM) systems 
for all U.S. Air Force B-2 
Spirit bombers

• BAE Systems provides the 
electronic warfare suites 
for the F-22 which detect, 
analyze, evaluate, and 
react to electronic threats 
fielded by potential 
adversaries

T-34, T-44 & T-6

F-35

F-16

HAWK AJTS

F-15 B-2/F-22

AFAInsert005.indd   1 1/29/13   10:48 AM

Trailer Exteriors
(Version 2.0)

Fact/Data Sheets
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WE ARE BAE SYSTEMS

Concept

Photography

Layout and design

Collateral
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WE ARE BAE SYSTEMSCAMPAIGNS

Senior Project Manager
Support Solutions

WE ARE BAE SYSTEMS.
I am

Team member name

Job title

Proudest accomplishment

Biggest work challenge

How my job has 
helped me grow

How my job reflects 
my personal values

What trusted 
means to me

My job is cool because

Just for today, I want to 

WE ARE BAE SYSTEMS.
I am

Server Support Admin
Intelligence & Security

How my job reflects my personal values
I value the emotional satisfaction       
 of helping others

WE ARE BAE SYSTEMS.
I am

Team member name

Job title

Proudest accomplishment

Biggest work challenge

How my job has helped me grow

How my job reflects my personal values

What Trusted means to me

My job is cool because

My wildest dream

Assembler 1
Land & Armaments

Campaign Posters/Digital Signage
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DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: AUGUST 1

Share what BAE Systems means to you 
and win great prizes.

Complete competition rules, filmmaking resources 
and entry materials are available at 
onespace.baesystems.com/filmfest

Unable to access the company intranet? 
Information is also available at  
www.baesystems.com/filmfest

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: AUGUST 1

Share what BAE Systems means to you 
and win great prizes.

Complete competition rules, filmmaking resources 
and entry materials are available at 
onespace.baesystems.com/filmfest

Unable to access the company intranet? 
Information is also available at  
www.baesystems.com/filmfest

TableTopCard001.indd   16/20/13   11:26 AM

CATEGORIES
Video entries will be accepted from 
employees in three categories:
• Comedy: Record a humorous scenario 

illustrating the importance of one or more 
of our values – trusted, innovative and bold.

• Drama: Create a personal video essay or 
montage that highlights what makes your 
site a great workplace.

• Musical: Produce a music video that 
illustrates the meaning of Inspired Work.

Live action or animation? It doesn’t matter. 
What does matter is that your video makes 
us laugh, cry or think. So be original and  
get creative. 

 

PRIZES
Every eligible entrant will receive a $10 
iTunes gift card. In addition, the following 
prizes will be awarded in each category.
• 1st prize – Apple Macbook Pro
• 2nd prize – Nikon V2 camera 
• 3rd prize – Apple iPad Mini
Selected winners will be invited to a  
Sept. 12 awards dinner in Washington, D.C., 
where a grand prize winner and a special  
sector participation prize will be announced. 

HOW TO ENTER
Complete competition rules, filmmaking 
resources and entry materials are available  
at onespace.baesystems.com/filmfest

Unable to access the company intranet? 
Information is also available at  
www.baesystems.com/filmfest 

Are you an aspiring employee filmmaker with storytelling in 
your blood – but not necessarily in your job description? Put 
your creative talents to work. Enter the festival and share 
what BAE Systems means to you.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: AUGUST 1

VerticalPoster001B-2Versions.indd   1 6/20/13   11:45 AM

Film Festival Materials
(including original photography)
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WE ARE BAE SYSTEMSCAMPAIGNS

JUDGES

Judge Judy

Judge Phillip Banks

Judge Wapner

Judge Dread

Judge 724

Judge Constance Harm

AGENDA

AWARDS DINNER
Thursday, September 12

Smithsonian American Art Museum
The Renwick Gallery
Washington, D.C.

MENU

7:30pm Welcome remarks  
 
7:35pm Emcee James P. Connolly
 
7:45pm Music Video category finalists  
 and awards
 
8:00pm Dinner
 
8:45pm Comedy Video category finalists  
 and awards
 
9:00pm Dessert
 
9:20pm Dramatic Video category finalists  
 and awards
 
9:35pm Sector Participation award
 
9:40pm Grand Prize award
 
9:45pm Closing remarks
 
10:00pm Adjourn

Salad
Leafs covered in oil & acid, mixed with other 
various sources of fiber and crunchy things

Entrée
Protein, sometimes smothered in a sauce, 
served with sides of starch and vegetables

A different protein, also with a sauce, served 
with sides of the same starch and veggies

More leafs for the herbivores

Dessert
Something so rich, most only get through one 
bite before pushing it away

TriFoldAgenda001.indd   1 8/16/13   9:29 AM

Film Festival Materials
(including original photography)
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BRANDING & IDENTITY

Aspire

The Cardea Group

STENDERINC

Zen & Chaos

Green Anvil

Logos
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ASPIRE

Branding & identity

Web design

Photography

Layout and design

Brand guidelines

Custom InDesign templates
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ASPIREBRANDING & IDENTITY

www.aspireus.org Revised - June 2010

Copyright © ASPIRE 2010.
Approved for affiliate use.

Brand Elements

Aspire Logo

Aspire Color Palette

Aspire Fonts

Full Color Logo Fonts
Gotham-Medium Regular
aspire

Gotham-Book Regular
assisting single parents in realizing education

Print
Verdana - Regular
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Verdana - Bold
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, 
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore 
magna aliqua.

Never to be used smaller than 7pt

Web
Arial - Regular
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Arial - Bold
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Aspire Orange
CMYK = C0 M75 Y90 K0
Web = #E86F45
RGB = R242 G102 B49

Aspire Gray
CMYK = C0 M0 Y0 K70
Web = #6D6E70
RGB = R109 G111 B113

Aspire Light Gray
CMYK = C0 M0 Y0 K35
Web = #B0B2B4
RGB = R166 G166 B166

Black
CMYK = C0 M0 Y0 K100
Web = #000000

Gray Scale

Black & White

Brand Guidelines
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ASPIREBRANDING & IDENTITY

1

2010 Annual Report

A brighter life. A brighter future. A legacy to be proud of.

A brighter life. A brighter future. A legacy to be proud of.
www.aspireus.org
800.000.000
XXX Main Street, Suite X
Cityville, State USA ZIP

Copyright © ASPIRE 2009.
Approved for affiliate use.

“

 “

Aspire helped me get the education 

I’ve always wanted, while ensuring 

I could still take care of my son. 

I simply cannot express how 

appreciative I am.

- John Q. DoeMain Website Design

Printed Collateral
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ASPIREBRANDING & IDENTITY

www.aspireus.org
800.000.000
XXX Main Street, Suite X
Cityville, State USA ZIP

Copyright © ASPIRE 2010.
Approved for affiliate use.

A brighter life. A brighter future. A legacy to be proud of.

Nullandre tinim venis aliquis adignim in ute 
conullan eu facipit, quate delestrud magnim 
dit lan utpat. Put ipit am ex euguer iustrud 
mincili quatem iuscing estrud te er augue 
feui bla am, summy nostrud modolorem 
il incidunt nis num velit volorer ipisit lam, 
conse min volor si.

Im digna cor alisl ea facipis nulla facipissit 
at. Te facilit la consequatie min ulluptat la 
conullum ad min henim irilit nisi.

Section Secondary Title

At, venisl ex erit lutpate mincipit velit ute 
corero odolore euissed min utpat aciliqua-
tis nos diamcon sequis augait venis niam 
nulputpat. Ut non ut ipissed dolortisim do-
lorem ing ex ea feugue dolortis adiam, ve-
niatu eriure vulput alit adigna facing eugait 
lobore veliquat. nibh erilla facilis modions 
equat.commy nos dolore 

Dawn & Daughter
Program graduate

Headline Goes Here

Affiliate Web Designs
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ASPIREBRANDING & IDENTITY

www.aspireus.org
800.000.000
XXX Main Street, Suite X
Cityville, State USA ZIP

Copyright © ASPIRE 2010.
Approved for affiliate use.

Dawn & Daughter
Program graduate

Dawn & Daughter
Program graduate

Nullandre tinim venis aliquis adignim in ute 
conullan eu facipit, quate delestrud magnim dit 
lan utpat. Put ipit am ex euguer iustrud mincili 
quatem iuscing estrud te er augue feui bla am, 
summy nostrud modolorem il incidunt nis num 
velit volorer ipisit lam, conse min volor si.

Im digna cor alisl ea facipis nulla facipissit at. Te 
facilit la consequatie min ulluptat la conullum ad 
min henim irilit nisi.

Section Secondary Title

At, venisl ex erit lutpate mincipit velit ute corero 
odolore euissed min utpat aciliquatis nos diamcon 
sequis augait venis niam nulputpat. Ut non ut ip-
issed dolortisim dolorem ing ex ea feugue dolortis 
adiam, veniatu eriure vulput alit adigna facing 
eugait lobore veliquat. Ut wis aut wisi.

Atie conse minciliqui tie euipsum ero delenibh 
eugiamet lore conse veliquat nibh et augiam nos 
erciduis adit doloreraesto cortio del utem vel il 
ercilit luptat, conum dionseq uatetum sandre vel 
dolor susto etue facil dolore elit num zzriusto con-
seniscin heniam ad te et, conumsan eugue conse-
qui ent lum quamcommod te corer se molore eum 
dolenibh erilla facilis modions equat.

Section Title
“

 “

Aspire helped me get the 
education I’ve always wanted, 
while ensuring I could still take 
care of my son. I simply cannot 
express how appreciative I am.

www.aspireus.org
866.973.0805
20 E. Center Street,
Fayetteville, AR  72701

REV 04.18.10

Copyright © ASPIRE 2009.
Approved for affiliate use.

Scholarship Application

Personal Information

First Name Last Name

Current Last Name

Mailing Address

Email - school

Residential Address

Email - personal

Telephones

Cell       Home

Work       Message

Please list two relatives or contacts who will always know where /how to reach you:

Sex  M         F   Date of Birth     SSN

Martial Status Single    Married    Divorced   

 Legally Seperated   Widowed   Spouse KIA

Race (Optional) Native American    Hispanic    Asian 

 African American   White    Other

Date of Application

Street      Apartment# City   State  Zip Code

Street      Apartment# City   State  Zip Code

Continued on Next Page

Name  Relationship   Telephone

Address  City  State Zip Code

www.aspireus.org
866.973.0805
20 E. Center Street,
Fayetteville, AR  72701

REV 04.18.10

Copyright © ASPIRE 2009.
Approved for affiliate use.

Scholarship Application

Personal Information

Full Name

Mailing Address

Residential Address

Email Addresses

Telephones

 Home

 Work

 Mobile

 Message 

Including yourself, how many individuals are 
dependent on you for financial help or support? 

Please list all the individuals currently living 
in your household.

Household Members (including yourself)                                                                       

SSN

Date of Birth

Sex   M     F

Martial Status

Single           Married 

Divorced           Legally Separated

Widowed          Spouse KIA          

Race (optional)

African American          Native American

Asian           Hispanic

White           Other

Date of Application

Street     Apartment# City   State Zip Code

Street     Apartment# City   State Zip Code

Name    Relationship  Sex Date of Birth   Yes     No  Yes     No            Yes     No

                            Share
           Dependant  Insurance            Expenses

Continued on Next Page

Printed Collateral

SSSP Logo

Forms & Applications
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THE CARDEA GROUP

Branding & identity

Layout and design

Brand guidelines

Custom InDesign templates
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THE CARDEA GROUPBRANDING & IDENTITY

Printed Collateral

Logo

Linda P. Hudson 
Chairman and CEO

212 South Tryon Street, Suite 1750
Charlotte, NC 28202
O 704 412 5020
M 704 604 9830
linda.hudson@cardeagroup.com

Thank You

Notecard - Bi-fold (7”x5”)

A7 Envelope (7.25” x 5.25”)

Proposal/Report Cover - To be built in PPT for easy text editing - Letter-sized
Mock Up Version 002

Headline Goes Here
Up to Two or
Three Lines

Subheader One
Subheader Two

Date

Headline Goes Here
Up to Two or
Three Lines

Subheader One
Subheader Two

Date

Letter Stationery - Standard

212 South Tryon Street, Suite 1750, Charlotte, NC 28202   •   704 XXX XXXX

Option D
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STENDERINCBRANDING & IDENTITY

Primary Logo

Secondary Logo

Services Fact Sheets

Website

CD & DVD Faces

Over 15 years of experience in graphic design 
and multimedia has offered us plenty of time 
to keep up with trends... and start a few of 
our own. Be it logos, advertisements, printed 
collateral, exhibit graphics, motion graphics, 
packaging, or whatever you can dream up, we 
will deliver professional results at a pace much 
quicker than those other guys. (They know 
who they are.)

And, if you, too, know those other guys, and 
weren’t happy with the results, there is a rea-
son why the word “redesign” is in the STENDER 
INC slogan.

The world of 3D design and animation is a 
rapidly evolving world that is entrenching 
itself into nearly every aspect of the business 
and entertainment world. That’s because it 
is a great tool for visualization and informa-
tion. With that in mind, STENDER INC entered 
that exciting world a decade ago, and as the 
technology has improved so has our skills and 
applications for the medium.

We can apply our 3D muscles to video, print, 
interactive, and exhibits. Combined with our 
exhibit capabilities, one popular aspect of this 
service is our 3D virtual walk-thrus of your 
exhibit booth, before it’s ever built.

But we just don’t model and animate objects. 
STENDER INC is also playing the character 
development game, for use in video, film, 
gaming, and other projects.

To showcase this feature, we are currently 
working on the Artificial Marketing Interface 
Experience (Amie) Project. Once fully realized, 
this system will give our clients an added 
hand at trade shows, at conferences, and even 
in the classroom, by providing them with an 
interactive or DVD video-based 3D character 
that showcases products, processes, or lessons 
that never tires, never complains and doesn’t 
need health benefits!

STENDER INC’s video suite enables us to meet 
nearly all of your post-production needs. We 
provide editing, special effects, color correc-
tion, sound design, title and motion graphics, 
and DVD authoring, as well as packaging. We 
are always trying to push the envelope and 
enhance our tool and skill sets, and apply those 
assets to our clients’ projects.

One of our affiliates, Obsidian Dreams Produc-
tions, is an off-shoot of STENDER INC that is 
developing scripts, acting talent, and set and 
costume design, along with pre-production 
and production for short films and documen-
taries. This side endeavor gives us the perfect 
vehicle to expand our capabilities and learn a 
few new tricks, while providing entertainment.

Popcorn not included. Sorry.

Proving even more that STENDER INC is not 
your typical design house, we provide set 
and costume design, custom built to order, 
using unconventional methods and materials. 
We can mold your visions into reality. Your 
aspirations into truth. And, if you desire, your 
nightmares can truly come alive. Hand-made, 
custom pieces built to order or reproductions 
from our catalog, every piece a work of art that 
you will not find anywhere else, especially at a 
department store.

In this age, nearly everyone has a website. 
With product information and marketing “just 
a mouse click away”, it is possible to have cos-
tumers spanning the globe along with those 
just down the street. Your presence on the web 
is just as important as your storefront or office, 
as it is the portal that old and new business 
alike can access you and your goods.

STENDER INC offers website architecture and 
design to make sure that portal gets them in, 
and keeps them in, using disciplines of good 
usability design, logical architecture, stylish 
graphics and all the way to full-blown Flash if 
your heart desires.

We offer turn-key solutions (i.e. we build it and 
hand it over) and an “Up-Squared” package 
(Upkeep and Update), where we provide the 
maintenance and changes as required, either 
bi-weekly or monthly.
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ZEN & CHAOS STUDIOSBRANDING & IDENTITY

Primary Logo

Secondary Logos Website
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GREEN ANVIL VENTURESBRANDING & IDENTITY

Primary Logo

Program Logos

Website

Business Card
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LOGOSBRANDING & IDENTITY

Hydra-70 Rocket
Client: General Dynamics

KIRORC Consulting
Client: Steve Kirby

Burlington Creative Team
Client: BCT

Loki
Client: General Dynamics

Aspire
Client: Christine Zini

eSummit
Client: General Dynamics

Solipsis Films Productions
Client: Jay Blanchard

Kinesio
Client: Fresh Creative

Equinox 8 Event Logo
Client: General Dynamics
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LOGOSBRANDING & IDENTITY

Spring Training Event Logo
Client: General Dynamics

802’nerz
Client: Chad Lewber

Minion Entertainment
Client: Self

Cupz! Coffee & Ice Cream Shoppe
Client: Judge Development Co.

Systems Modernization Initiation
Client: General Dynamics

Celebrating Success
Client: General Dynamics

APKWS
Client: General Dynamics

Blonde Bombers Fantasy Football
Client: Jennifer Reposa

ATP
Client: ATP
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LOGOSBRANDING & IDENTITY

BANNER LOGO

ALT LOGO - JUST DANNOSOCIAL MEDIA SQUARE LOGO

BANNER LOGO

ALT LOGO - JUST DANNOSOCIAL MEDIA SQUARE LOGO

Board Everyday
Client: Dan Cristelli

Broad’s Brush Painting
Client: Erin Fahey

Rum Runner Multimedia
Client: Self

The Many Faces of Water Podcast
Client: Josh Newton

Rum Runner Multimedia (Alternate)
Client: Self

Josh’s Water Jobs
Client: Josh Newton

The Roleplaying Market
Client: Daniel Lefebvre

BiT Group
Client: Louis Patler
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INFOGRAPHICS & PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

BAE Systems Narrative Model

GDATP Overview Presentation
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BAE SYSTEMSINFOGRAPHICS

Narrative Model

Narrative Model 3.0

Narrative Model 2.0

INSPIRED WORK

GREAT PLACES TO WORK

BENEFITS

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT EPP/COMPLIANCE

SHE

MOBILITY
COMPENSATION

WELLNESS CAMPAIGN

MISSION & VALUES

VIS
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NARRATIVE
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BAE Systems
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us a clear sense of direction 

INSPIRED WORK

GREAT PLACES TO WORK

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT

ON-BOARDING

MENTORING
PROGRAM

EVERYONE
DESERVES
A GOOD

MANAGER
TPL 360

ELP

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

“TAKE CHARGE”
WELLNESS
CAMPAIGN

NEW PROFIT
SHARING
PROGRAM

NEW MEDICAL
SECOND OPINION

BENEFIT

HEALTH
COUNCILS

WORKPLACE
FLEXIBILITY

D&I COUNCIL

DIVERSE
INTERVIEW

PANELS

UNCONSCIOUS
BIAS

BENEFITS

EXIT
SURVEY

SERVICE
RECOGNITION
& AWARDS

EPP/COMPLIANCE

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

SHE
MOBILITY
PROGRAM

COMPENSATION
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GDATP OVERVIEW PRESENTATIONPRESENTATION GRAPHICS
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WEB DESIGN

Bia Diagnostics

GDATP Intranet

Resource Center Portal

Sheri Moon Zombie Boards
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BIA DIAGNOSTICSWEB DESIGN

Client: Bia Diagnostics
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GDATP INTRANETWEB DESIGN

Client: General Dynamics
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RESOURCE CENTER PORTALWEB DESIGN

Client: BAE Systems
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SHERI MOON ZOMBIE BOARDSWEB DESIGN

Client: Linda Lovelee
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EXHIBITS & SPECIAL EVENTS

General Dynamics Tradeshow & Exhibit Booths & Graphics

General Dynamics Leadership Conferences

BAE Systems Leadership Conferences
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GENERAL DYNAMICSEXHIBITS & TRADESHOWS

Client: General Dynamics
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GENERAL DYNAMICSEXHIBITS & TRADESHOWS

Client: General Dynamics
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GENERAL DYNAMICS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

Equinox 8
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GENERAL DYNAMICS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

Equinox 5

Spring Leadership 2004
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GENERAL DYNAMICS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

Spring Training 2006
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BAE SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

SLC Spring 2008 - Amelia Island

SLC Spring 2011 - Chicago

Senior Leadership Meeting 2010 - Washington

SLC Fall 2011 - Charlotte

SLC Fall 2010 - Washington

SLC Spring 2012 - Atlanta
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BAE SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

SLC Fall 2012 - New Orleans

SLC Spring 2013 (Alternate Logo)

SLC Spring 2013 - Savannah

SLC Fall 2013 - Memphis (Event Logo)

SLC Spring 2013 (Alternate Logo)

SLC Fall 2013 - Memphis (Theme Logo)
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BAE SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

2

10

3

Always a Journey

SLC 2013 Sequestration. The debt 
ceiling. An expiring 
continuing resolution. 
Sometimes it feels as if our 
industry is sailing into the 
perfect storm.
 
It’s difficult enough to 
succeed in declining markets. 
But add the dark clouds of 
procurement uncertainty 
and elected officials who 
often seem more interested 
in scoring points than solving 
problems, and you begin 

to understand the turbulent 
waters we traverse.
 
In this environment, achieving 
our vision of being the best-
performing U.S. defense, 
aerospace and security 
company demands absolute 
alignment.  It demands not 
just the best employees, but 
talented leaders who can 
get the best out of those 
employees. And it demands 
that we all focus on the things 
we can control, rather than 

�

11

7:00 AM Breakfast
 Harbor Ballroom

8:00 AM  Louis Patler
 Welcome and Opening Remarks 
 Grand Ballroom

8:15 AM John Foley
 Former Lead Solo Pilot, The Blue Angels 
    The Precision Team

9:15 AM Break

9:45 AM Doug Merrill
 CEO, ZestFinance.com 
 Complexity Simplified 

10:45 AM Ian Bremmer
 President, Eurasia Group
 Charting a Course Through  
 Global Uncertainty 

11:40 AM Louis Patler
 Summary remarks

11:45 AM Lunch
 Harbor Ballroom

12:45 PM Louis Patler
 Announcements

12:50 PM Doug Belair  
 Senior Vice President, 
 Strategy & Planning
 2013 Strategy Briefing     

1:50 PM Linda Hudson
 Closing Remarks 

2:00 PM  Adjourn

Wednesday - March 13

SLC Spring 2013 - Agenda Booklet

SLC Spring 2013 - Event Signage
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BAE SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

SLC Spring 2011 - Event Signage

SLC Spring 2011 - Meeting Collateral

LINDA HUDSON 33 28
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BAE SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

SLC Spring 2011 - Speaker Title Graphics

HUDSON
LINDA
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BAE SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

SLC Fall 2011 - Event Collateral

SLC Spring 2012 - Event Signage
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BAE SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCESSPECIAL EVENTS

SLM 2010 - Event Collateral
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MISC. PRINT COLLATERAL & ILLUSTRATION
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BOOKLETS AND PAMPHLETSMISC. PRINTED COLLATERAL

ISSUE 10 - JUNE 2012 1TAKE CHARGE – FOCUS ON YOUR HEALTH AND GET THE MOST FROM YOUR BENEFITS

ISSUE 10 - JUNE 2012

MY HEALTH 
SUCCESS
Electronic Systems’ Steve LeCours 
shows us how even the fittest 
among us can up our game.

GETTING INTO SHIP SHAPE 
Smooth sailing for wellness  
programs at San Diego Ship Repair 
When it comes to promoting a culture of good health for 
its employees, BAE Systems San Diego Ship Repair is 
setting the pace with a range of wellness programs and 
initiatives that encourage employees to lead healthier 
lives, get energized and engaged, and become more 
productive. Take a look at what they’re up to.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TEAM 
SCORES IN 5K RACE 
Engineer dad achieves personal best
Last month, Electronic Systems employees  
participated in the Harvard Pilgrim Corporate 5K,  
a road race in Nashua, N.H., featuring individual 
runners and corporate teams.

THIS MONTH:
Cigna’s Healthy 
Rewards program 
offers valuable 
wellness discounts

Meet Your CIGNA 
Health Coaches: 
Amanda Niksic

Incorporate healthy 
fruits and veggies 
on a budget

Have you earned 
your 2012 
incentives yet?

Staying hydrated in 
the summer heat

TOP HEADER  
GOES HERE.
SUBHEADER
GOES HERE.

BAE Systems, Inc.
1101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 2000
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Website
www.baesystems.com

Copyright © BAE Systems 2012. All rights reserved.

Rias estion culluptatem. Nequi vid quid qui 
re ium, quibus, sit autempo rrovit fuga. Em 
venis vendemperro berum audis volorro 
doleni nit vellabo. Ut reped quiam, qui 
que omnis voloria id maio. Nam nimusap 
idunto eatquat maxim dustior minveruptam 
num ut lab ilit accum et re volorem utem 
fuga. Unti tenderitatem apisquiam nimaior 
ecuptam vention seriorero molorum face-
pudicid exerunt orrum, ut qui dus dolup-
turite volo imin consectatur? Ut expelis 
exeritatem et ut ant.Ant alit dolum eaquo-
diatia que pa archicaeri ommodi ut ium 
aut eseditiunt eversped mi, ullam laut faci 

Nam nimusap idunto eatquat 
maxim dustior minveruptam 
num ut lab ilit accum et re 
volorem utem fuga.’’

‘‘

Rias estion culluptatem. Nequi vid quid qui 
re ium, quibus, sit autempo rrovit fuga. Em 
venis vendemperro berum audis volorro 
doleni nit vellabo. Ut reped quiam, qui que 
omnis voloria id maio. Nam nimusap idunto 
eatquat maxim dustior minveruptam num ut 
lab ilit accum et re volorem utem fuga. Unti 
tenderitatem apisquiam nimaior ecuptam 
vention seriorero molorum facepudicid 
exerunt orrum, ut qui dus dolupturite volo 
imin consectatur? Ut expelis exeritatem et 
ut ant. Ant alit dolum eaquodiatia que pa 
archicaeri ommodi ut ium aut eseditiunt 
eversped mi, ullam laut faci dolora sum 
list, sum quo eribus ape nosse que niatur, 
qui nus pro temquata nobitaes as endes-
sume solecae doles expliquati velia quam, 
omnis senis dolenestio. Itat occulparum 

Rias estion culluptatem. Nequi vid quid qui 
re ium, quibus, sit autempo rrovit fuga. Em 
venis vendemperro berum audis volorro 
doleni nit vellabo. Ut reped quiam, qui que 
omnis voloria id maio. Nam nimusap idunto 
eatquat maxim dustior minveruptam num ut 
lab ilit accum et re volorem utem fuga. Unti 
tenderitatem apisquiam nimaior ecuptam 
vention seriorero molorum facepudicid 
exerunt orrum, ut qui dus dolupturite volo 
imin consectatur? Ut expelis exeritatem et 
ut ant. Ant alit dolum eaquodiatia que pa 
archicaeri ommodi ut ium aut eseditiunt 
eversped mi, ullam laut faci dolora sum 
list, sum quo eribus ape nosse que niatur, 

Rias estion culluptatem. Nequi vid quid qui 
re ium, quibus, sit autempo rrovit fuga. Em 
venis vendemperro berum audis volorro 
doleni nit vellabo. Ut reped quiam, qui que 
omnis voloria id maio. Nam nimusap idunto 
eatquat maxim dustior minveruptam num ut 
lab ilit accum et re volorem utem fuga. Unti 
tenderitatem apisquiam nimaior ecuptam 
vention seriorero molorum facepudicid 
exerunt orrum, ut qui dus dolupturite volo 
imin consectatur? Ut expelis exeritatem et 
ut ant. Ant alit dolum eaquodiatia que pa 
archicaeri ommodi ut ium aut eseditiunt 
eversped mi, ullam laut faci dolora sum 
list, sum quo eribus ape nosse que niatur, 

Rias estion culluptatem. Nequi vid quid qui 
re ium, quibus, sit autempo rrovit fuga. Em 
venis vendemperro berum audis volorro 
doleni nit vellabo. Ut reped quiam, qui que 
omnis voloria id maio. Nam nimusap idunto 
eatquat maxim dustior minveruptam num ut 
lab ilit accum et re volorem utem fuga. Unti 
tenderitatem apisquiam nimaior ecuptam 
vention seriorero molorum facepudicid 
exerunt orrum, ut qui dus dolupturite volo 

Rias estion culluptatem. Nequi vid quid qui 
re ium, quibus, sit autempo rrovit fuga. Em 
venis vendemperro berum audis volorro 
doleni nit vellabo. Ut reped quiam, qui que 
omnis voloria id maio. Nam nimusap idunto 
eatquat maxim dustior minveruptam num ut 
lab ilit accum et re volorem utem fuga. Unti 
tenderitatem apisquiam nimaior ecuptam 
vention seriorero molorum facepudicid 
exerunt orrum, ut qui dus dolupturite volo 
imin consectatur? Ut expelis exeritatem et 
ut ant. Ant alit dolum eaquodiatia que pa 
archicaeri ommodi ut ium aut eseditiunt 
eversped mi, ullam laut faci dolora sum 
list, sum quo eribus ape nosse que niatur, 

CALLOUT 1

CALLOUT 3CALLOUT 2

TOP HEADER GOES HERE. 
A SUBHEADER CAN ALSO  
GO HERE, TOO.

Nam nimusap idunto 
eatquat maxim dustior 
minveruptam num 
ut lab ilit accum et re 
volorem utem fuga.’’

‘‘

TOTAL 
PERFORMANCE 
LEADERSHIP
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

INTRODUCING
TOTAL PERFORMANCE 
LEADERSHIP 
Total Performance Leadership (TPL) is 
central to our culture of Total Performance. 
It is the unifying framework that clarifies 
the standards we expect from our leaders 
and outlines what the company will do to 
support them.    
The Executive Committee has recently reviewed the 
TPL framework and we are confident that, when used 
to its full potential, this framework will help us to be 
successful. TPL is at the very heart of how we attract, 
manage, develop, and retain our people across the 
business and to have the right capability to deliver  
our vision. 
 
The global defense, aerospace and security industry 
is changing, our business is evolving to meet these 
challenges and we need to align the activities and 
development of our people with the requirements of the 
business. The TPL framework gives us the tools and 
techniques to do this but we need to use it effectively 
and leverage the best practices already in place to 
achieve our objectives and develop our people. 
 
For this to happen everyone involved in TPL needs to 
be clear on its purpose, the activities involved and the 
benefits it can provide. 
 
The TPL framework supports us in encouraging each 
other to deliver on the commitments we make to our 
customers and our people. Whether you lead large or 
small teams I encourage you to make this part of your 
leadership practice. 

Ian King
Chief  Executive

Total Performance Leadership is at the 
very heart of how we attract, manage, 
develop, and retain our people across 
our business.’’

’’

The four key elements of the TPL framework are fully aligned 
with how we want to conduct our business and achieve our 
Vision, while addressing the following key topics. 

-  Objective setting and performance review across our 
Total Performance priorities (customer focus, financial 
performance,  program execution and responsible 
business conduct).  

-  Assessing performance and potential, focusing on how 
our behaviors align to the company values of Trusted, 
Innovative and Bold.

-  Development to enhance the strength of our leadership.

-  Determining the appropriate level and type of reward 
based on performance.

There are a number of core activities which support the 
elements of the framework. It is important to see these as 
integrated activities, which help us select, manage, develop, 
and reward our leaders, not as isolated events. These 
activities always consider the current operating environment 
and the business priorities. Connecting them enables us  to 
take well informed organizational and people decisions.

These connections are represented in the TPL Framework  
diagram below:

THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF THE TOTAL 
PERFORMANCE LEADERSHIP FRAMEWORK
The TPL Framework has four key elements: Perform, Assess, Develop, and Reward.

Perform, assess, develop, 
reward are the four elements 
that provide structure to  
the framework.’’

The success of BAE Systems 
is your success.’’

’’

SUMMARIZING TPL
The TPL Framework is designed to ensure that 
we achieve successful outcomes for you and 
the business:

- Clear understanding of the company’s 
strategic objectives through the IBP 
process.

- Clarity on organizational capabilities and  
leadership competencies required both 
now and in the future. 

- Alignment between individual and company  
objectives.

- Evidence-driven, calibrated talent 
decisions.

- Clear expectations for success, robust 
stretch  objectives, and measureable goals 
for performance.

- Transparent and constructive feedback on  
individual performance.

- Reward decisions based on both the “what” 
and “how” of individual performance. 

- Development linked to achieving business 
strategies and to realizing personal 
aspirations.

- Delivering on our commitments to 
shareholders and customers.

- Adding value to individuals, teams and 
our business through investment in skills, 
knowledge and capabilities.

- People whose actions and behaviors are 
aligned to achieving company strategy and 
demonstrating its values. 

- People have a clear view of their career and  
development opportunities that support 
both their and the company's needs. 

- People who are empowered to take 
ownership for their development and to 
realize their potential.

- Exceptional performance is rewarded and  
recognizted through differentiated pay and 
incentives.

 - Being able to attract and retain talented 
people.

- A strong pipeline of diverse leaders allowing 
us to leverage innovation.

- Engaged and productive people drive 
customer focus and competitive advantage. 

OUTCOMESINPUTS

Alignment of the  
TPL Framework 
with the business 
strategy

Achieving our 
business goals and 
gaining competitive 
advantage through 

our talent
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Midyear Performance and Development Review Communication Guide 1

MIDYEAR PERFORMANCE 
AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
COMMUNICATION GUIDE
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As a manager, you play a critical role in 
the development of your direct reports. 
Development conversations aren’t always easy, 
but having an open and authentic conversation 
helps to build a relationship based on 
collaboration and mutual commitment. 
Managers who are effective at development 
drive higher employee retention and job 
satisfaction. While following a few simple 
steps, you can have a effective development 
conversation.

This guide provides:
• A model for having a meaningful midyear 

development conversation with your 
employees.

• Scripts and tips on how to have a 
meaningful development dialogue, including 
discussion of future leadership roles.

At BAE Systems, midyear performance reviews 
are required for all TPL participants and highly 
recommended for all exempt employees.

The purpose of the midyear meeting is 
twofold:
1. Review objectives

• Review, adjust, and discuss progress 
against performance and development 
objectives.

2. Focus on development
• Have a career conversation that leads 

to one or two clear development 
actions. 

Three easy steps to an effective  
development conversation
Development conversations are an opportunity to give 
employees critical and valuable feedback about their 
performance and potential, and to learn more about 
what drives commitment while emphasizing their 
development and value.

OVERVIEW

Top 3 reasons why employee development 
is so important:
1. Improves employee skills
2. Increases employee engagement and  

commitment
3. Reduces hiring and turnover costs
Source: SHRM

Manager
• Collect feedback information 

(spectrum, assessment, TPL 
360, customer feedback, 
talent profile, etc.)

• Be prepared to discuss 
specific examples of 
behaviors and performance 

• Diagnose strengths, 
development needs, and 
experience gaps

Manager
• Set context for the meeting
• Determine employee’s 

ambitions and career 
interests

• Discuss key strengths and 
development needs

• Share your views and provide 
specific examples to support 
your viewpoint

Manager
• Establish next steps for 

executing development and 
schedule a time to check-in 
(at least twice annually)

Employee
• Prepare to discuss career 

goals and interests
• Self-assess strengths and 

development needs
• Consider current or future 

experiences and skills to 
develop

Employee
• Be honest and engaged in 

the conversation.
• Discuss career interests, 

development areas, and 
ideas for development 
actions

Manager & Employee
• Ensure development 

actions are completed and 
commitments  
are met
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Prior to the midyear conversation
To make the most of your time together, it’s important to review feedback and be 
prepared with specific examples and behaviors to be discussed during the conversation.

The meeting has been scheduled, and it’s time for the performance and  
development conversation. Here are some suggested scripts.

STEP 1: PRIOR TO THE CONVERSATION STEP 2: CONDUCTING THE CONVERSATION

As a manager you need to:
1. Schedule a time to meet with each 

of your employees. 
2. Ensure that the employee has 

entered his or her midyear 
comments into the e-Performance 
system (PeopleSoft).

3. Collect feedback information 
(spectrum, assessment, TPL 360, 
if applicable, customer feedback, 
talent profile, etc.). 

4. As you review the information 
and prepare for the development 
discussion, consider: 
• How can you best position the 

feedback given the employee’s 
career potential, career goals, 
and personal motivators? 

• To what extent does the 
employee seem to be aware 
of his or her strengths and 
development needs? How 
receptive is he or she to 
feedback?

• To what extent does the 
employee seem likely to 
understand the need to change 
in key development areas, 
and the consequences of not 
changing?

5. Take notes and be prepared to 
discuss specific examples of 
behaviors and performance. 

As a manager ask employees to 
consider:
1. Their objectives - are they still 

relevant?
2. What drives their passion for work.
3. Which projects are presenting a 

challenge for them. Are there any 
projects they are interested in 
leading?

4. What they need from you to be 
successful.

Key 
meeting 
actions

Conducting the conversation (60 minutes) Time
allotment

1. 
Context of 
meeting

Describe the purpose of the meeting and make the conversation a two-
way process. Review/adjust current PDR objectives (if needed) and focus 
on development. 
• “As part of the midyear process, I’m interested in hearing how you 

view your job here, your career interests, what you think your key 
strengths are, and where you would like to develop. This is our time 
to focus on you, your development, and how I can support you.” 

5 minutes

2. 
Employee’s 
perspective

Develop a sense of your employee’s current job satisfaction.
• “What part of your current job gives you the most satisfaction?”
• “How much do you enjoy what you are doing now, compared to your 

previous position?”

15 minutesDiscuss employee career interests; listen and be supportive of career 
goals. Recall prior conversations and review the employee’s Talent Profile 
in the Talent Management System. 
• “What do you see as your short- and long-term career goals and 

career aspirations?”
• “What would you describe as your ideal next assignment?”

3. 
Manager’s 

assessment

Transition to a discussion of strengths. Listen attentively, reinforce 
examples of what you’ve seen, and ask clarifying questions, if necessary.
• “What areas do you feel you are most proficient in?”
• “What strengths would you like to further develop?”

15 minutesShare your views about the areas where the employee requires the most 
development. Provide behavioral and specific examples to support your 
opinion. 
• Do you expect the employee to be surprised? Excited? 

Disappointed?

4. 
Transition to 
development

Based on the conversation, work together to create an executable 
development plan. Your objective is to gain mutual understanding and 
agreement about the two to three most critical development needs. 
Based on identified needs, review current development and discuss a 
realistic plan for progress over a six-month period. Some conversation 
starters:
• “Let’s now talk about how you can further develop your skills and 

knowledge.”
• “Based on your TPL 360, what do you think are your most critical 

areas for development?” (if applicable)

NOTE: When discussing potential development actions, remember the 
70-20-10 guidelines. More information can be found in the Resource 
Development Guide Knowledge Base KB000101032. 

25 Minutes
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Situation Talking Points
Employee whose career 
ambitions are very high, but 
performance is average 

• Acknowledge that ambitions are a stretch, based on current 
performance; provide examples.  

• Ask the employee’s perception of what it takes to be successful at the 
level he or she aspires to attain.  

Employee who is satisfied 
with job and career and 
performance is good

• Acknowledge the employee’s contributions to the organization.  

• Ask about what skills the employee might want to enhance, and 
discuss opportunities for training, exposure, or experience needed.  

Performance needs 
improvement

• Discuss the need to keep skills current while making the point that 
top performance is necessary in today’s business environment, and 
the business requires performance at a higher level 

Employee is near end of 
career and satisfied with 
current position 

• Acknowledge and express appreciation for a long career serving the 
company and our customer(s).  

• Determine if there is a need to transfer knowledge about the work 
to others. If so, set up a plan for mentoring, or some other type of 
knowledge transfer. 

Employee whose ambitions 
are less than his/her 
potential 

• Ask the employee about career aspirations and explain that you 
believe he or she has the potential to take on larger roles (give 
performance examples that reinforce this).  

• If the employee is not interested in seeking new roles, determine 
if this is a time-bound issue or permanent. For example, it’s 
possible that personal circumstances make near-term advancement 
impractical, or perhaps the employee simply does not aspire to a 
higher-level role.

The following scenarios offer points to consider when meeting with your employees for 
career discussions, based on their level of performance and their career stage. These 
points can be incorporated into the development conversation. 

Note: These talking points are provided as a tool and are not intended to reflect the full 
scope of the discussion you should have with the employee. 

STEP 2: CONDUCTING THE CONVERSATION

As you end your midyear conversation, 
remember to:
• Summarize feedback, balancing 

strengths and development 
opportunities.

• Confirm next steps for improving 
performance, where applicable.

• End the meeting with the action 
to check-in on the status of the 
employee’s development. 

• Update your midyear discussion 
comments in the e-Performance 
system, indicate midyear review 
discussion has been held, and select 
“Save.”
•	 Important note: This action will 

send the employee a system-
generated email containing the 
manager’s midyear comments.

After the meeting, you should:
• Use periodic 1:1 sessions for coaching 

and for checking on progress against 
any development plan; development 
discussions should be ongoing 
throughout the year.

• Reinforce actions that demonstrate the 
development needs are being met. 

STEP 3: WRAP-UP AND NEXT STEPS

Midyear Performance and Development Review Communication Guide 8

• Spectrum Code and Guide
• Assessment Center Manager 

Report
• TPL 360/Leader 360 feedback,  

if applicable
• Customer feedback
• Talent profile – career aspirations
• Role profile
• Mid-year guides (how to use the 

system)
• Sample book recommendations:

• Coaching for Performance: 
GROWing Human Potential 
and Purpose: The Principles 
and Practice of Coaching and 
Leadership, 4th Edition

• Successful Manager’s 
Handbook 8th Edition/
Successful Executive’s 
Handbook 2nd Edition

• Communication Skills for 
Successful Managers

• Special projects or task force 
assignments

• Involvement with professional/
industry groups

• Exposure to different parts of the 
business

• Internal/external training
• Coaching or mentoring from 

subject matter experts
• Expanding scope of current job 

(giving the person increased 
responsibility, new projects, 
increasing number of direct 
reports, etc.)

• New job assignments (within 
the current function or outside 
function)

• Individual development plans
• Development Resource Guide
• eLearning

CONVERSATION TOOLS
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ILLUSTRATION

Dudley Retirement Cartoon

Self Portrait - “Schism” Party Invites

Mountain Dew Green Label Art Contest Submission
(Top 20 Finalist) Maelstrom Comic Book Art
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ILLUSTRATION

1937 Cord 812 Supercharged Sedan
Illustrator (Vector Illustration)
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3D MODELING & ANIMATION
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GENERAL DYNAMICS AUSA EXHIBIT TOWER DESIGN & PRE-CONSTRUCTION RENDERINGS3D MODELING & ANIMATION
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PROPOSAL ART3D MODELING & ANIMATION
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3D MODELING & ANIMATION

Johnny Dredd Animated Web Comic

Equinox 8 Animated Logo “Angel’s Flight”
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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PORTRAITSPHOTOGRAPHY

Angel

Mary

Jamie Lynn as Alice
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Thirst - Williston, VT

Moonrise - Tunbridge, VT

Sarah & Lucky - South Royalton, VT
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Tornado - Essex Junction, VT

Snack Time - Essex Junction, VT

Study Break - Burlington Waterfront
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Chianti - Stockholm, Sweden

Luna Moth - Tunbridge, VT

Defeat - Colchester, VT


